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Project Plan and ObjectiveProject Plan and ObjectiveProject Plan and ObjectiveProject Plan and Objective    

DDDDevelop a design for a large scale parking garage that can accommodate evelop a design for a large scale parking garage that can accommodate evelop a design for a large scale parking garage that can accommodate evelop a design for a large scale parking garage that can accommodate 

about 500 cars.  The objective is to develop a design that goes beyond the about 500 cars.  The objective is to develop a design that goes beyond the about 500 cars.  The objective is to develop a design that goes beyond the about 500 cars.  The objective is to develop a design that goes beyond the 

standard parking systems used today.  Rather, the attempt is to have a standard parking systems used today.  Rather, the attempt is to have a standard parking systems used today.  Rather, the attempt is to have a standard parking systems used today.  Rather, the attempt is to have a 

design design design design which is more representative of “parking garages of future.”  And as which is more representative of “parking garages of future.”  And as which is more representative of “parking garages of future.”  And as which is more representative of “parking garages of future.”  And as 

such, such features as quick handling of incoming and outgoing cars, such, such features as quick handling of incoming and outgoing cars, such, such features as quick handling of incoming and outgoing cars, such, such features as quick handling of incoming and outgoing cars, 

efficiency in storage and aesthetics are considered in design.efficiency in storage and aesthetics are considered in design.efficiency in storage and aesthetics are considered in design.efficiency in storage and aesthetics are considered in design.    

• CCCCompletely selfompletely selfompletely selfompletely self----sufficient buildingsufficient buildingsufficient buildingsufficient building    

• IIIIncorporate the arcncorporate the arcncorporate the arcncorporate the architecture of the various buildings on campushitecture of the various buildings on campushitecture of the various buildings on campushitecture of the various buildings on campus    

• AAAAutomated system will include a vehicle elevator of lift system to move utomated system will include a vehicle elevator of lift system to move utomated system will include a vehicle elevator of lift system to move utomated system will include a vehicle elevator of lift system to move 

the vehicle so the driver does not have tothe vehicle so the driver does not have tothe vehicle so the driver does not have tothe vehicle so the driver does not have to    

    

Class CompositionClass CompositionClass CompositionClass Composition    

Multidisciplinary team of students majoring in architecture and aerospace, Multidisciplinary team of students majoring in architecture and aerospace, Multidisciplinary team of students majoring in architecture and aerospace, Multidisciplinary team of students majoring in architecture and aerospace, 

memememechanical, and civil engineering from all academic levels.chanical, and civil engineering from all academic levels.chanical, and civil engineering from all academic levels.chanical, and civil engineering from all academic levels.    

    

AccomplishmentsAccomplishmentsAccomplishmentsAccomplishments    

(i) (i) (i) (i)     Complete architectural Complete architectural Complete architectural Complete architectural & & & & structuralstructuralstructuralstructural    drawingsdrawingsdrawingsdrawings....    

(ii) (ii) (ii) (ii)     CCCComplete omplete omplete omplete ccccalculation report (structural and foundation design; alculation report (structural and foundation design; alculation report (structural and foundation design; alculation report (structural and foundation design; 

mechanical system design, lighting/electrical design; cost estimationmechanical system design, lighting/electrical design; cost estimationmechanical system design, lighting/electrical design; cost estimationmechanical system design, lighting/electrical design; cost estimation).).).).    

(i(i(i(iii)ii)ii)ii)    Poster presentation describing various drawings, design descriptions, Poster presentation describing various drawings, design descriptions, Poster presentation describing various drawings, design descriptions, Poster presentation describing various drawings, design descriptions, 

details, conclusions, etcdetails, conclusions, etcdetails, conclusions, etcdetails, conclusions, etc. and a PowerPoint presentation.. and a PowerPoint presentation.. and a PowerPoint presentation.. and a PowerPoint presentation.    


